Besides sealing, the other main goal of a successful finger seal Besides sealing, the other main goal of a successful finger seal design is to exhibit appropriate compliance to outside forces. design is to exhibit appropriate compliance to outside forces.
The The ability of the seal to ride or float along the rotor without rub ability of the seal to ride or float along the rotor without rubbing or bing or excessive heating is essential to the successful operation of th excessive heating is essential to the successful operation of the seal.
e seal.
The compliance of the finger must only occur in the radial plane The compliance of the finger must only occur in the radial plane; ; The seal needs to be as sturdy as possible in the axial directio The seal needs to be as sturdy as possible in the axial direction. n. The compliant finger that moves The compliant finger that moves radially radially outward with rotor growth and outward with rotor growth and motion has to be able to ride the rotor back down as the rotor d motion has to be able to ride the rotor back down as the rotor diameter iameter recovers or the rotor moves recovers or the rotor moves " "away away" ". .
Thus there is an optimum stiffness for the finger; Thus there is an optimum stiffness for the finger; 
Experiment Objectives Experiment Objectives
Obtain performance data on various finger seal designs and configurations Gain a better understanding of finger seal functionality, in order to foster future compliant seal concepts Step Pad Geometry
Step Pad Geometry 
